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NEWS

Mobile Tech
A NEW SMARTPHONE APP
MAKES INTERNATIONAL
CRUISING EASIER

SAM DEVLIN’S POCKET LOBSTER BOAT DESIGN WOULD BE RIGHT
AT HOME AT ITS NAMESAKE ISLAND IN MAINE

S

Devlin says this method of construction
am Devlin designs and builds boats on
makes the boat stiff, quiet, warm to the touch
the West Coast, where he was raised
and—because epoxy-sealed wood floats—essenon heavy, slow, high-freeboard fishtially unsinkable. He says the North Haven 24
ing boats built to work offshore and handle
could be painted with single-part paints or twothe 4,000-mile fetch from Japan. To his eye,
part linear polyurethanes. If an owner wants to
lobster boats—with their low, graceful sheer
get fancy, he can oil or varnish the trim.
lines, smaller houses, greater speed and
Power comes from a 90- to 150-hp outboard
quicker maneuverability—look almost femithat, according to Devlin, would give the North
nine by comparison.
Haven 24 a cruise speed in the 20- to 25-knot
But a longtime friend and collaborator of
range. With the boat’s shallow draft, he says, it
Devlin’s, a retired boating editor and Maine
should be excellent for island-hopping.
resident Chris Cornell, is a big fan of the traThe open cockpit can handle folding deck
ditional lobster boat. Cornell also likes one of
chairs, a kayak or two, or a Devlin favorDevlin’s older designs, a fishing boat called
ite: a couple of four-legged friends.
Sea Chaser. In that boat, he saw
The North Haven 24 can be outfitthe makings of a pocket lobster
LOA: 23’10”
ted with a cabin heater forward to
boat, so he tried to persuade
Beam: 8’6”
make it a three-season Northeast
Devlin to rework the design. At
Draft: 1’6”
boat or a four-season West Coast
first, Devlin wasn’t keen on the
Displ.: 4,200 lbs.
boat. The semi-enclosed pilothouse
idea, but Cornell persisted. The
Power: 90- to 150-hp
4-stroke outboard
and sitting-headroom trunk cabin
new design is the North Haven
provide shelter from the weather,
24, a boat that will look right at
especially with drop curtains to fully enclose
home at her namesake island in Maine’s Pethe pilothouse.
nobscot Bay.
The North Haven 24 is buildable by profesThe North Haven 24 will be constructed with
sionals or amateurs, and is trailerable.
the stitch-and-glue method, using koume maThis tough, elegant pocket lobster boat
rine plywood and epoxy resin to create what
could be at home on any coast, but Devlin
Devlin says is “a strong, light, easy-to-maintain
says he’d like to one day ease into Stonington
and simple-to-repair hull.” The exterior will be
Harbor on Deer Isle, Maine, and see a couple
sheathed with 6-ounce fiberglass cloth and a
of North Haven 24s hanging with their larger
layer of Dynel or Xynole polyester cloth set in
cousins. There’s no doubt the North Haven 24
epoxy. The interior surfaces will be saturated
would fit right in.—Pim Van Hemmen
with epoxy resin as well.
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BOTTOM: DAN HARDING

North Haven 24

The ROAM app released by U.S.
Customs and Border Protection
lets boaters report their return to
U.S. waters by way of smartphone
or tablet. ROAM (Reporting Offsite
Arrival—Mobile) replaces the
Small Vessel Reporting System,
which involved filing and registering a float plan, and more, with
agency officials. Boaters using
ROAM no longer need to register or fill out a float plan with the
agency; the ROAM app qualifies as a legal alternative to an
in-person interview after visiting a
foreign country aboard a boat.
Once boaters use the app to
report their return, the agency
sends an email with a return
authorization. (An official may also
request a video call to view passports or get additional information.) Boaters who have registered
with the Small Vessel Reporting
Service, or with a “trusted traveler”
program such as Global Entry,
may use those program identification numbers within the ROAM
app. Setup of the ROAM app is
required prior to leaving the
country.
—Bob Arrington

